In this article, we propose a new iterative method for approximating a common element of the set of common fixed points of a finite family of k-strictly pseudononspreading single-valued mappings, the set of common fixed points of a finite family of quasi-nonexpansive multi-valued mappings, and the set of common solutions of a finite family of variational inequality problems in Hilbert spaces. Furthermore, we prove that the proposed iterative method converges strongly to a common element of the above three sets, and we also apply our results to complementarity problems. Finally, we give two numerical examples to support our main result. MSC: 46C05; 47H09; 47H10
(iii) L-Lipschitzian if there exists L >  such that

H(Tx, Ty) ≤ L x -y for all x, y ∈ D.
It is clear that every nonexpansive multi-valued mapping T with F(T) = ∅ is quasinonexpansive. It is known that if T is a quasi-nonexpansive multi-valued mapping, then F(T) is closed. In general, the fixed point set of a quasi-nonexpansive multi-valued mapping T is not necessary to be convex. In the next lemma, we show that F(T) is convex under the assumption that Tp = {p} for all p ∈ F(T). The proof of this fact is very easy, therefore we omit it.
Lemma . Let D be a nonempty closed convex subset of a real Hilbert space X. Assume that T : D → CB(D) is a quasi-nonexpansive multi-valued mapping. If Tp = {p} for all p ∈ F(T), then F(T) is convex.
The fixed point theory of multi-valued mappings is much more complicated and harder than the corresponding theory of single-valued mappings. However, some classical fixed point theorems for single-valued mappings have already been extended to multi-valued mappings; see [ Obviously, every nonspreading mapping is k-strictly pseudononspreading. Osilike and Isiogugu proved weak and strong convergence theorems for this mapping in Hilbert spaces. They also provided a property of a k-strictly pseudononspreading mapping as follows.
Lemma . ([]) Let D be a nonempty closed convex subset of a real Hilbert space X, and let t : D → D be a k-strictly pseudononspreading mapping. If F(t) = ∅, then it is closed and convex.
Many researchers studied the existence and convergence theorems of those singlevalued mappings in both Hilbert spaces and Banach spaces (e.g., see [-] ).
The problem of finding common fixed points has been extensively studied by mathematicians. To deal with a fixed point problem of a family of nonlinear mappings, several ways have appeared in the literature. For example, in , Atsushiba and Takahashi [] introduced a new mapping, called W -mapping, for finding a common fixed point of a finite family of nonexpansive mappings. This mapping is defined as follows. Let {t i } N i= be a finite family of nonexpansive mappings of D into itself. Let W : D → D be a mapping defined by
where I is the identity mapping of D and {β i } N i= is a sequence in (, ). This mapping is called the W -mapping generated by t  , t  , . . . , t N and β  , β  , . . . , β N . They also proved that if X is a strictly convex Banach space, then F(W ) = 
where I is the identity mapping of D and Let B : D → X be a nonlinear mapping. The variational inequality problem is to find a point u ∈ D such that
(.)
The set of solutions of (.) is denoted by VI (D, B) .
if there exists a positive real number φ such that
Variational inequality theory, which was first introduced by Stampacchia [] in , emerged as an interesting and fascinating branch of applicable mathematics with a wide range of applications in economics, industry, network analysis, optimizations, pure and applied sciences etc. In recent years, much attention has been given to developing efficient iterative methods for treating solution problems of variational inequalities (e.g., see [-] ).
In , Takahashi and Toyoda [] introduced an iterative method for finding a common element of the set of fixed points of nonexpansive single-valued mappings and the set of solutions of variational inequalities for φ-inverse strongly monotone mappings in Hilbert spaces. Recently, by using the concept of S-mapping, Kangtunyakarn [] introduced a new method for finding a common element of the set of fixed points of k-strictly pseudononspreading single-valued mappings and the set of solutions of variational inequality problems in Hilbert spaces.
Question A How can we construct an iteration process for finding a common element of the set of common fixed points of a finite family of k-strictly pseudononspreading singlevalued mappings, the set of common fixed points of a finite family of quasi-nonexpansive multi-valued mappings, and the set of common solutions of a finite family of variational inequality problems?
In the recent years, the problem of finding a common element of the set of fixed points of single-valued mappings and multi-valued mappings in the framework of Hilbert spaces and Banach spaces has been intensively studied by many researchers. However, no researchers have studied the problem of finding a common element of three sets, i.e., the set of common fixed points of a finite family of single-valued mappings, the set of common fixed points of a finite family of multi-valued mappings, and the set of common solutions of a finite family of variational inequality problems.
In this article, motivated by [] and the research described above, we propose a new hybrid iterative method for finding a common element of the set of a common fixed point of a finite family of k-strictly pseudononspreading single-valued mappings, the set of common fixed points of a finite family of quasi-nonexpansive multi-valued mappings, and the set of common solutions of a finite family of variational inequality problems in Hilbert spaces and provide an affirmative answer to Question A.
Preliminaries
In this section, we give some useful lemmas for proving our main results. Let D be a nonempty closed convex subset of a real Hilbert space X. Let P D be the metric projection of X onto D, i.e., for x ∈ X, P D x satisfies the property x -P D x = min y∈D x -y . It is well known that P D is a nonexpansive mapping of X onto D. 
Lemma . ([]) Let D be a nonempty closed convex subset of a real Hilbert space X, and let P D : X → D be the metric projection. Then the following inequality holds:
for all x ∈ X and y ∈ D.
Lemma . ([])
Let X be a real Hilbert space. Then
Lemma . ([]) Let D be a nonempty closed convex subset of a real Hilbert space X.
Given x, y, z ∈ X and b ∈ R, the set
is closed and convex.
Lemma . ([])
In a strictly convex Banach space X, if
for all x, y ∈ X and λ ∈ (, ), then x = y.
The following lemma obtained by Kangtunyakarn [] is useful for our results.
Lemma . Let D be a nonempty closed convex subset of a Hilbert space X. Let t : D → D be a k-strictly pseudononspreading mapping with F(t) = ∅. Then F(t) = VI(D, I -t).
Remark . ([]) From Lemmas . and ., we have
F(t) = F P D I -λ(I -t) for all λ > .
Main results
In this section, we prove a strong convergence theorem which solves the problem of finding a common element of the set of common fixed points of a finite family of k-strictly pseudononspreading single-valued mappings, the set of common fixed points of a finite family of quasi-nonexpansive multi-valued mappings, and the set of common solutions of a finite family of variational inequality problems in Hilbert spaces. Before starting the main theorem of this section, we need to prove the following useful lemma in Hilbert spaces.
Lemma . Let D be a nonempty closed convex subset of a real Hilbert space X, and let
{t i } N i=
be a finite family of k-strictly pseudononspreading single-valued mappings of D into itself such that
By t i is k-strictly pseudononspreading, we have
Therefore, by (.), we have
This implies that
Let j ∈ {, , . . . , N}, we get
So, we have
Thus, W is a quasi-nonexpansive mapping.
(ii) Since
To show this, we suppose that p ∈ F(W ) and z ∈ N i= F(t i ). Then we have
This shows that
Thus,
Again by (.), we have
This implies by Lemma . that R  p = p and hence
Again by (.), we get
and hence
From U  p = p and (.), we have
This implies by Lemma . that R  p = p and hence U  p = p. By continuing this process, we can conclude that R i p = p and U i p = p for all i = , , . . . , N -. Since 
and let {x n }, {y n }, and {z n } be sequences defined by
Then {x n }, {y n }, and {z n } converge strongly to u = P F x  .
Proof We shall divide our proof into  steps.
Step . We show that P C n+ x  is well defined for every x  ∈ X. Let x, y ∈ X. Since B i is a φ i -inverse strongly monotone mapping and η ∈ (, φ i ), for i = , , . . . , N , we get that
This shows that (D, B i ) is also closed and convex. By Lemma ., we observe that C n is closed and convex. Let p ∈ F . Since G i is nonexpansive and t i is k-strictly pseudononspreading for all i = , , . . . , N , it implies by Lemmas . and . that p ∈ F(S) and p ∈ F(W ). So, we have
This shows that p ∈ C n+ and hence F ⊂ C n+ ⊂ C n . Therefore, P C n+ x  is well defined.
Step . We show that lim n→∞ x n = q for some q ∈ D.
Since F is a nonempty closed convex subset of a real Hilbert space X, there exists a unique ν ∈ F such that ν = P F x  . From x n = P C n x  and x n+ ∈ C n+ ⊂ C n , for all n ∈ N, we get that
On the other hand, by F ⊂ C n , we obtain that
This implies that {x n } is bounded and nondecreasing. So, lim n→∞ x n -x  exists. For m > n ∈ N, we have x m = P C m x  ∈ C m ⊂ C n . It implies by Lemma . that
Since lim n→∞ x n -x  exists, it implies that {x n } is a Cauchy sequence. Hence, there exists an element q ∈ D such that lim n→∞ x n = q.
Step . We show that q ∈
N i= F(T i ). From
Step , we have
Since x n+ ∈ C n+ , we get that
This implies by (.) that 
By condition (ii), it implies that
Thus, by (.), we have
Since lim n→∞ y n = q, it implies by (.) that dist(q, T i q) =  for all i = , , . . . , N.
This shows that q ∈ T i q for all i = , , . . . , N , and hence q ∈
N i= F(T i ).
Step . We show that q ∈
N i= VI(D, B i ).
For p ∈ F , we have
This implies by condition (i) that
Then, by (.), we have
n Sx n -Wx n , it follows by condition (i) and (.) that
From (.) and (.), we obtain that
This implies by (.) and (.) that
Since x n → q ∈ D as n → ∞, it follows by (.) and the nonexpansiveness of S that
This shows that q ∈ F(S). Since P D (I -ηB
Step . We show that q ∈ N i= F(t i ). Since t i is continuous for all i = , , . . . , N , it follows that P D (I -λ(I -t i ) ) is continuous for all i = , , . . . , N . So, W is continuous. This implies by x n → q that Wx n → Wq as n → ∞. Then, by (.), we have
This shows that q ∈ F(W ). By Lemma ., we have q ∈
N i= F(t i ).
Step . Finally, we show that q = u = P F x  .
Since x n = P C n x  and F ⊂ C n , we obtain
Taking limits in the above inequality, we get
This shows that q = P F x  = u. By
Step  to
Step , we conclude that {x n }, {y n }, and {z n } converge strongly to u = P F x  . This completes the proof.
As a direct consequence of Theorem ., we have the following two corollaries. 
n } (i = , , . . . , N) are sequences in (, ) satisfying the following conditions:
Proof Let B i x =  for all x ∈ D and i = , , . . . , N in Theorem .. Then we obtain that Sx n = x n for all n ∈ N. Therefore the conclusion follows. 
where λ ∈ (, ), η ∈ (, φ), and {α
n } are sequences in (, ) satisfying the following conditions: 
Applications to complementarity problems
In this section, we apply our results to complementarity problems in Hilbert spaces. Let D be a nonempty closed convex cone in a real Hilbert space X, i.e., a nonempty closed set with rD + sD ⊂ D for all r, s ∈ [, ∞). The polar of D is the set
Let B : D → X be a nonlinear mapping. The complementarity problem is to find an element u ∈ D such that
The set of solutions of (.
) is denoted by CP(D, B).
A complementarity problem is a special case of a variational inequality problem. The following lemma indicates the equivalence between the complementarity problem and the variational inequality problem. The proof of this fact can be found in [] ; for convenience of the readers, we include the details. To show this, suppose not. Then there exists u  ∈ D such that u  , Bx < . By (.), we obtain
So, we get
This is a contradiction. Thus, Bx ∈ D * . So, x ∈ CP(D, B).
Conversely, let x ∈ CP(D, B). Then we have
Bx ∈ D * and x, Bx = .
For any u ∈ D, we get
Thus, x ∈ VI(D, B). This completes the proof. 
where {α
Proof By Lemma ., we get that
Then we obtain the result.
Numerical results
In this section, we give two numerical examples to support our main result. 
Also we define two multi-valued mappings T  and T  on [, ] as follows: 
